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SPECIAL TOPIC — Non-equilibrium phenomena in soft matters

Measurement of the friction coefficient of a fluctuating contact line
using an AFM-based dual-mode mechanical resonator∗
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A dual-mode mechanical resonator using an atomic force microscope (AFM) as a force sensor is developed. The
resonator consists of a long vertical glass fiber with one end glued onto a rectangular cantilever beam and the other end
immersed through a liquid–air interface. By measuring the resonant spectrum of the modified AFM cantilever, one is able
to accurately determine the longitudinal friction coefficient ξv along the fiber axis associated with the vertical oscillation
of the hanging fiber and the traversal friction coefficient ξh perpendicular to the fiber axis associated with the horizontal
swing of the fiber around its joint with the cantilever. The technique is tested by measurement of the friction coefficient
of a fluctuating (and slipping) contact line between the glass fiber and the liquid interface. The experiment verifies the
theory and demonstrates its applications. The dual-mode mechanical resonator provides a powerful tool for the study of the
contact line dynamics and the rheological property of anisotropic fluids.
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1. Introduction
In recent years, there has been a growing interest in apply-

ing atomic force microscopy in liquid environments for studies
of biomolecular structures,[1] live cell manipulations,[2] and
dynamics near solid–liquid and liquid–liquid interfaces.[3–6]

When the atomic force microscope (AFM) cantilever is im-
mersed in a liquid, its motion (e.g. oscillations in the tapping
mode) is damped by the fluid viscosity. The piezo-electric
shaker, which drives the mechanical motion of the cantilever,
also generates different flow modes near the surface, which
may in turn alter the resonance spectrum of the cantilever. A
number of theoretical and numerical studies have been car-
ried out aimed at understanding the mechanical response of
small cantilevers of different shapes immersed in a viscous
fluid.[6–12] Experimental efforts were also made to find ways
to increase the quality factor Q of the cantilever’s resonant
peak,[7] such as by using active feedback circuits.[13]

In a recent experiment,[14] we designed a new AFM probe
with a simple geometry to overcome the experimental difficul-
ties. The modified AFM probe contains a long hanging glass
fiber with one end glued to the front end of a rectangular can-
tilever beam and the other end immersed through a liquid–air
interface. Because the cantilever beam is kept in air, the entire
cantilever system acts as a mechanical resonator, which can
accurately measure the viscous dissipations on the thin fiber

without introducing over-damping to the system. It was found
that the vertical motion of the modified cantilever can be accu-
rately described by the Langevin equation for a damped har-
monic oscillator, from which we can obtain the friction coeffi-
cient ξv parallel to the long axis of the glass fiber as a function
of the immersion length h into the liquid phase. The working
principle of the single-mode mechanical resonator was thor-
oughly tested and the experiment demonstrated its applica-
tions.

In this paper, we report a further study of this mechanical
resonator from being a single resonant mode to a dual-mode
operation, which includes both the vertical oscillation of the
cantilever and the horizontal swing of the glass fiber around
the joint between the fiber and the cantilever. With the ca-
pability of simultaneously measuring the longitudinal friction
coefficient ξv along the fiber axis and the traversal friction
coefficient ξh perpendicular to the fiber axis, the dual-mode
mechanical resonator provides a convenient and powerful tool
for the study of the rheological property of anisotropic flu-
ids, such as liquid crystals. The technique is also very use-
ful for the study of the contact line dynamics, in which the
contact line motion along the fiber axis is different from that
perpendicular to the fiber axis. By comparing the two distinct
behaviors between the longitudinal friction ξv and the traver-
sal friction ξh, we identify a unique contribution of the fric-
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tion coefficient ξ c
v associated with a fluctuating (and slipping)

contact line between the glass fiber and the liquid interface.
Furthermore, by varying the liquid viscosity η by almost two
decades, we find that the contact line dissipation obeys a scal-
ing law, ξ c

v = απdη , where πd is the contact line length, and
α = 1.82± 1, which does not change much with the liquid–
solid contact angle. This universal scaling law, applicable to
liquids with different viscosities, surface tensions, and contact
angles, establishes a rigorous relationship that can be used to
test various microscopic models for the moving contact line.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We
first describe the basic working principle of the dual-mode me-
chanical resonator in Section 2. The apparatus and the exper-
imental method are discussed in Section 3. The experimental
results are discussed in Section 4, and the work is summarized
in Section 5. A primary objective of this paper is to delin-
eate the experimental conditions for the precise measurement
of the friction coefficient associated with a fluctuating contact
line, which has been a difficult classical problem.

2. Theory

We consider a modified cantilever for an AFM as shown
in Fig. 1(a). The top end of a thin glass fiber is glued onto
a rectangular cantilever beam, and the other end of the ver-
tical fiber touches a liquid–air interface, at which a circu-
lar contact line between the interface and the fiber surface is
formed. The hanging fiber cantilever system acts as a mechan-
ical resonator,[14] which oscillates vertically with a resonant
frequency fi. By using the AFM setup shown in Fig. 1(b),
one can accurately record the vertical displacement of the can-
tilever (≡vertical deflection of the cantilever). As a three-
dimensional (3D) object, the hanging fiber cantilever system
has a number of resonant modes. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show
the two low-frequency resonant modes of the hanging fiber
cantilever system: (a) vertical oscillation of the cantilever and
(b) horizontal swing of the hanging fiber around its joint point
with the cantilever.

In the vertical oscillation mode, the cantilever oscillates
vertically with the hanging fiber following the vertical mo-
tion passively, and there is no relative conformational change
between the fiber and the cantilever. In the horizontal swing
mode, however, the hanging fiber swings horizontally around
the joint between the fiber and the cantilever, which can also
produce a local vertical deformation at the further end of the
cantilever. This oscillation mode is different from the verti-
cal oscillation mode of the entire cantilever with the other end
fixed by the cantilever holder. It will be shown below that
these two oscillation modes can be treated as two independent
eigenmodes of the hanging fiber cantilever system.
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Fig. 1. (a) A modified AFM cantilever with a hanging glass fiber of di-
ameter d = 4 µm and length L = 280 µm. The top end of the glass fiber
is glued onto a rectangular cantilever beam. (b) Sketch of the AFM-
based hanging fiber resonator and the capillary rise around the fiber tip.
The inset shows the geometry near the contact line and the coordinate
system used in Eq. (12).
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Fig. 2. Sketch of two low-frequency resonant modes of the hanging
fiber cantilever system: (a) vertical oscillation of the cantilever beam
and (b) horizontal swing of the glass fiber around the glue joint.

To investigate the resonant spectrum of the modified can-
tilever, we calculate the eigenfrequencies of the hanging fiber
cantilever system using the actual dimensions and material pa-
rameters given in Table 1. The numerical calculation is carried
out by solving the linear elasticity equation for the displace-
ment vector field 𝑢(𝑥, t)[15]

ρ
∂ 2𝑢

∂ t2 =∇ · [𝐶 : 𝜀], (1)

where ρ is the mass density, 𝐶 is the fourth-order stiffness
tensor, and 𝜀 = (1/2)[∇𝑢+(∇𝑢)T] is the displacement in-
duced strain tensor field. For isotropic materials to be used in
the experiment, 𝐶 has a simple form

𝐶 = B



1−ν ν ν 0 0 0
ν 1−ν ν 0 0 0
ν ν 1−ν 0 0 0
0 0 0 1−2ν

2 0 0
0 0 0 0 1−2ν

2 0
0 0 0 0 0 1−2ν

2

 , (2)

where B = E/[(1 + ν)(1− 2ν)], with E being the Young’s
modulus and ν the Poisson ratio; both are material parame-
ters.
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Table 1. Physical dimensions of the cantilever, glass fiber, and UV cur-
able glue used in the experiment and their material properties, including
Young’s modulus E, Poisson ratio ν , and mass density ρ .

Physical Cantilever Glass fiber Glue
dimensions (rectangular) (cylindrical) (semi-spherical)

length L/µm 130 270
width W /µm 35 2 10
height H/µm 2 radius radius

Material silicon glass NOA 81
properties

E/GPa 131 73.1 1.38
ν 0.27 0.17 0.043

ρ/kg·m−3 2330 2203 1150

The numerical calculation is carried out by solving
Eqs. (1) and (2) for three elastic objects: (i) a single rectangu-
lar cantilever beam orientated horizontally with one end fixed,
(ii) a single cylindrical glass fiber orientated vertically with its
top end fixed, and (iii) the combined fiber plus cantilever sys-
tem shown in Fig. 1(b). The physical dimensions and the ma-
terial properties of the three objects are given in Table 1. The
numerical model is implemented using the COMSOL Multi-
physics software package. Table 2 gives the first three (or two)
eigenfrequencies obtained for the three objects.

Table 2. Obtained first three (or two) eigenfrequencies of the three objects: (i) a single rectangular cantilever beam orientated
horizontally with one end fixed, (ii) a single cylindrical glass fiber orientated vertically with its top end fixed, and (iii) the combined
fiber plus cantilever system shown in Fig. 1(b).

Eigenfrequencies Cantilever alone Glass fiber alone Cantilever plus glass fiber
/kHz numerical analytical numerical analytical numerical experimental

f1 145.2 143.6 44.2 44.3 34.1 32.7
f2 907.4 898.6 276.9 277.2 105.9 102
f3 2387.1 2512.7

In fact, one can obtain the analytic solutions of the eigen-
frequencies of the first two objects (i) and (ii) by solving a
simpler elastic equation[8]

ρ
∂ 2u(x, t)

∂ t2 +
EI
A

∂ 4u(x, t)
∂x4 = 0 (3)

for the deflection u(x, t) of the cantilever (or fiber) along its
length x with one end (at x = 0) fixed and under no external
force. Here I is the second moment of inertia and A is the
cross-sectional area of the cantilever (or fiber). The final re-
sult for the ith eigenfrequency is

fi =
αi

2π

√
EI

ρAL4 , (4)

where L is the total length of the cantilever (or fiber), α1 =

3.52, α2 = 22.03, and α3 = 61.70. For a rectangular beam
of width W and thickness H, its second moment of inertia is
given by I = WH3/12, and for a cylinder of radius R one has
I = πR4/4. The analytical results for the first two objects are
also given in Table 2. The shapes of the cantilever (or fiber)
corresponding to the three resonant frequencies have been de-
scribed in Ref. [16]. From Table 2, one finds that the numerical
results agree with the analytical results for the first two objects,
indicating that our numerical setup works well.

The motion of the combined fiber plus cantilever sys-
tem in a liquid environment can be described by the Langevin
equation[12,14]

m
∂ 2z
∂ t2 +ξ

∂ z
∂ t

+ kz = fB(t), (5)

where z(t) is the vertical deflection of the cantilever, ξ ∂ z/∂ t is
the drag force on the glass fiber with ξ being the friction coef-

ficient, kz(t) is the elastic force due to the bending of the can-
tilever with a spring constant k, and fB(t) is the random Brow-
nian force due to thermal fluctuations of the surrounding fluid.
The mean value of fB(t) is zero, but its auto-correlation func-
tion, C(τ) = 〈 fB(t+τ) fB(t)〉, is non-zero and has the form[17]

C(τ) = 2kBT ξδ(τ), (6)

where kBT is the thermal energy of the system and δ(τ) is the
δ function.

The measurable quantity in the experiment is the power
spectrum, |z(ω)|2, of the vertical deflections of the cantilever
(or equivalently |z( f )|2), which can be solved analytically
from Eqs. (5) and (6) as[12,14]

|z(ω)|2 = 2kBT ξ/m2

(ω2−ω2
0 )

2 +(ωξ/m)2 , (7)

where ω = 2π f is the angular frequency and ω0 = (k/m)1/2

is the resonant frequency of the system. In a previous
experiment,[14] we thoroughly tested Eq. (7) using a long glass
fiber with only one resonant mode (vertical mode) excited.
The experiment demonstrated that the motion of the hanging
glass fiber at the interface can indeed be described by Eq. (7)
very accurately.

Because equation (5) is a linear equation, its solution will
be a superposition of two resonant peaks; each can be de-
scribed by Eq. (7) when the system has two resonant modes
as depicted in Fig. 2. In this case, we will have two resonant
frequencies ω0i =

√
ki/mi and two friction coefficients ξi. In

the following, we will use the two subscripts v and h to in-
dicate (i) the vertical oscillation of the cantilever and (ii) the
horizontal swing of the glass fiber, respectively.
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3. Experiment
Figure 1(a) shows a modified cantilever with a hanging

glass fiber 4 µm in diameter and 270 µm in length viewed un-
der a microscope. The thin glass fiber is pulled from a glass
rod 2 mm in diameter and 100 mm in length using a pipette
puller (model P-97, Sutter Instrument Co.). The thin glass
fiber is then glued to the further end of the rectangular can-
tilever beam using a UV curable glue (Norland, NOA 81). As
shown in Fig. 1(a), the fiber is tilted at an angle of 11◦ with
respect to the cantilever normal so that the hanging fiber be-
comes normal to the liquid–air interface when the cantilever
is mounted on the AFM holder. Commercial silicon micro-
cantilevers (MikroMasch) with spring constant k in the range
of 2–16 N/m are used in the experiment. Finally, the glass
fiber is cut to a desired length using a pair of homemade sharp
tweezers. The entire assembly process is carried out with the
help of a motorized micromanipulator system together with a
high-magnification stereo microscope (Leica MZ16).

The liquid–air interface is prepared using a stainless steel
cell 10 mm in diameter and 5 mm in depth. The top of the
cell has a sharp circular edge, which is used to pin the liquid–
air interface in order to reduce unwanted surface flow. The
diameter of the cell is chosen to be not too small so that the
water–air interface can be kept flat visually. It should also be
not too large in order to reduce unwanted surface motion. The
entire stainless steel cell is mounted inside a closed AFM fluid
cell purchased from Asylum Research Inc. Prior to each mea-
surement, the sample cell is thoroughly cleaned following the
same procedures as described in Ref. [14]. A stepper motor is
used to move the fluid cell upward with an accuracy of 0.1 µm.
When the tip of the glass fiber touches the liquid–air interface,
a large change in the cantilever deflection is detected by an
AFM sensor due to the capillary force, making the determina-
tion of the contact point between the fiber tip and the liquid–air
interface accurate within 0.1 µm. In the experiment, the hang-
ing fiber remains stationary and the interface is moved upward
towards the glass fiber in steps of 1 µm. The immersion length
h of the glass fiber into the liquid–air interface (see Fig. 1(b))
can be varied in the range of 0.1–300 µm.

Measurements of the power spectrum |z( f )|2 are con-
ducted using an AFM (MFP-3D, Asylum Research Inc.) op-
erated under the thermal power spectral density (PSD) mode.
Under this mode, the voltage signal from the position-sensitive
detector (see Fig. 1(b)) is digitized at a sampling frequency of
5 MHz. Typically, |z( f )|2 is taken with a frequency resolution
of 152 Hz and the averaging time for each |z( f )|2 at a fixed
value of h is set to 2–5 min. To determine the absolute value
of |z( f )|2, the output voltage signal from the position-sensitive
detector is calibrated against known values of the cantilever
deflection. This is done for all the modified cantilevers with a
hanging glass fiber, using the procedure provided by the AFM

manufacturer. It is found that the experimental uncertainties
of the measured |z( f )|2 can be kept at the level of 5%–10%.

To study the horizontal swing mode as shown in Fig. 2(b),
one needs to find the coupling constant β , which connects the
horizontal displacement ∆x of the fiber tip to the vertical dis-
placement ∆z of the cantilever via the equation ∆z = β∆x (for
small ∆x). In the experiment, a stripe-shaped silicon wafer
(MikroMasch TGZ11), as sketched in Fig. 3, is used to cal-
ibrate the horizontal displacement of the hanging fiber. The
hanging fiber first moves vertically toward the silicon wafer
until the fiber tip touches the wafer substrate. It then moves
horizontally across the substrate surface. The vertical dis-
placement of the cantilever shows a stick–slip-like motion due
to the unevenness of the substrate surface. When the fiber tip
is in the groove region and is just in contact with the strip side-
wall, the fiber starts to bend horizontally while the cantilever
bends vertically. Both the fiber’s horizontal movement ∆x and
the cantilever’s forced vertical displacement ∆z are recorded
by the AFM. The obtained ∆z is found to be a linear function
of ∆x for small values of ∆x and the coupling constant β is
obtained from the slope ∆z/∆x. Using the physical parameters
given in Table 1, we also calculate the value of β numerically
using the theoretical model described in Section 2. The nu-
merical result is β = 0.072, which is close to the measured
value β = 0.084.

Fig. 3. A stripe-shaped silicon wafer used for the calibration of the hor-
izontal displacement of the hanging fiber. The wafer substrate has a step
of height 1.5 µm and period 10 µm.

4. Experimental results
4.1. Two low-frequency resonant modes of the hanging

fiber probe

Figure 4 compares the measured power spectra |z( f )|2 as
a function of f for a bare cantilever before adding the glass
fiber (black dashed line) and the modified cantilever with a
hanging fiber of diameter d = 4 µm. For the bare cantilever,
only a single resonant peak associated with the vertical oscil-
lation of the cantilever appears in the power spectrum. Af-
ter adding the hanging glass fiber, two resonant peaks ap-
pear in the measured |z( f )|2: a low frequency peak located
at ∼ 30 kHz and a high frequency peak located at ∼ 100 kHz.
The high frequency peak results from the vertical oscillation
of the cantilever and its resonant frequency is shifted down-
ward because of the increase in mass. The low frequency peak
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results from the horizontal swing of the glass fiber around the
glue joint.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of the measured |z( f )|2 between a bare cantilever
(black dashed line) and the modified cantilever with a hanging glass
fiber of diameter d = 4 µm (red solid line). The measurements are made
in air. The two peak positions agree well with the predictions obtained
numerically (see text).

Table 3. Calculated horizontal resonant frequency fh and vertical reso-
nant frequency fv as a function of fiber length L and diameter d.

L/µm
fh/kHz fv/kHz

d/µm
fh/kHz fv/kHz

(for d = 4 µm) (for L = 270 µm)
135 179.1 86.9 1 10.9 121.4
200 55.9 124.9 2 21.7 111.5
270 33.5 80.8 4 34.1 105.9
400 16.8 105.9 6 31.3 111.2
540 9.7 92.2 8 25.6 108.1

To further verify the new features of the measured |z( f )|2,
we conduct a numerical calculation of the eigenfrequencies of
the combined fiber–cantilever system shown in Fig. 1(a). Us-
ing the physical parameters given in Table 1 and the COM-
SOL Multiphysics software package, we obtain the first two
eigenfrequencies, which are given in Table 2. By carefully ex-
amining the resonant shape of the combined fiber–cantilever
system, we find that the first eigenfrequency corresponds to
the horizontal swing mode of the glass fiber, as depicted in
Fig. 2(b). This frequency is smaller than f1 for the glass fiber
alone, because the fiber end connected to the cantilever is not
fixed stationary in this case. The second eigenfrequency is
found to be associated with the vertical oscillation mode of
the cantilever beam, as depicted in Fig. 2(a). This frequency
is slightly smaller than f1 for the cantilever alone, because the
effective mass of the combined fiber–cantilever system is in-
creased. It is seen from Table 2 that the numerical results agree
well with the two measured resonant frequencies with errors
less than 5%. Figure 4 thus demonstrates that the motion of the
combined fiber–cantilever system can indeed be described by
two independent harmonic oscillators with an effective mass
mi, friction coefficient ξi, and spring constant ki, as shown in
Fig. 2.

From the assembly of the combined fiber–cantilever sys-
tem, we find that the UV curable glue and the geometry of the
glass fiber play a critical role in magnifying the small resonant
peak associated with the horizontal swing mode of the glass
fiber. Either reducing the amount of glue or pushing the glass
fiber too close to the cantilever beam will diminish the small
low frequency peak. To make sure that the cantilever can ad-
equately feel the horizontal swing of the fiber, the amount of
glue between the fiber tip and the cantilever beam should be
kept as large as possible. This is consistent with our numeri-
cal finding that a semisphere of glue between the fiber tip and
the cantilever beam (see Fig. 1(b)) is needed to obtain numer-
ical and experimental agreement. It is also found that, to have
two resonant peaks measurable in the power spectrum, the ra-
tio of the fiber length to its diameter should be kept at ∼ 70
and the fiber diameter cannot be too small (d & 2 µm). When
the length-to-diameter ratio becomes larger than 100, the mea-
sured |z( f )|2 has only one resonant peak, corresponding to the
vertical vibration of the cantilever. In addition, the glass fiber
should be aligned perpendicular to the cantilever beam under a
microscope, so that there is no other unwanted resonant mode
excited in the wide frequency range, as shown in Fig. 4.

Using the physical parameters given in Table 1 and the
COMSOL Multiphysics software package, we also investigate
how the resonant frequencies fv associated with the vertical
oscillation of the cantilever and fh associated with the hori-
zontal swing of the fiber change with the fiber length L and
diameter d. Table 3 summarizes the final numerical results. It
is seen from Table 3 that fv does not change much with the
fiber dimensions. The horizontal resonant frequency fh, how-
ever, is very sensitive to the change of the fiber dimensions. If
the fiber is too long (> 500 µm) or too thin (< 1 µm), fh will
become too small to be distinguished from the low frequency
noise in the surroundings. In this case, the coupling constant
β discussed in Section 3 will also become very small, making
the detection of the horizontal swing mode of the fiber from
the vertical deflection of the cantilever difficult.

Figure 5 shows how the measured |z( f )|2 changes when
the hanging fiber is pushed through the water–air interface at
different immersion lengths h. Once in touch with the water–
air interface, the frequency peaks change continuously with
increasing damping (i.e. with increasing value of h); the fre-
quency peaks broaden while the peak heights decrease and the
peak positions shift to lower frequencies. This behavior agrees
with the prediction shown in Eq. (7). Figure 5 thus demon-
strates that the measured |z( f )|2 is very sensitive to the viscous
damping and one can use this sensitivity to study the hydrody-
namics near liquid–air interfaces.
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Fig. 5. Evolution of the measured |z( f )|2 when the glass fiber is pushed
through a water–air interface at different immersion lengths (from right
to left): in air (black curve), h = 0 µm (just in touch with the interface,
red curve), and h = 100 µm (blue curve).
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Fig. 6. (a) A magnified plot of the vertical resonant peak as a function
of f obtained at h = 0 µm. The solid line shows a fit to Eq. (7) with
mv = 2.42×10−11 g, kv = 10.02 N/m, and ξv = 5.82×10−7 N · s/m.
(b) A magnified plot of the horizontal resonant peak as a function of
f obtained at h = 0 µm. The solid line shows a fit to Eq. (7) with
mh = 4.09×10−12 g, kh = 0.17 N/m, and ξh = 1.57×10−7 N · s/m.

Figures 6(a) and 6(b) show respectively the magnified
plots of the vertical and the horizontal resonant peaks as a
function of f obtained when the fiber tip just touches the
water–air interface (h = 0 µm). The solid lines are the fits
to Eq. (7), which describes the data well with the two sets
of fitting parameters: mv = 2.42× 10−11 g, kv = 10.02 N/m,
and ξv = 5.82× 10−7 N · s/m for the vertical resonant peak
and mh = 4.09× 10−12 g, kh = 0.17 N/m, and ξh = 1.57×
10−7 N · s/m for the horizontal resonant peak. In the fitting,
two additional fitting parameters are used to describe the slow
linear decay of the noise background with increasing f . This

noise background has been subtracted from the data shown in
Fig. 6. Note that the vertical axes in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b) are
drawn separately using the calibration constants obtained re-
spectively for the vertical and the horizontal oscillation modes.

Figure 7 shows the fitted values of the vertical friction
coefficient ξv (black circles) and the horizontal friction coeffi-
cient ξh (red triangles) as a function of the immersion length
h. The error bars in the plot indicate the typical fitting un-
certainties of the data. With increasing viscous damping (i.e.
with increasing h), the frequency peak broadens while the peak
height decreases, causing the uncertainties of the fitted values
of ξv and ξh to increase with h. The experimental uncertain-
ties of the measured ξv are found to be at the 10% level. The
measured ξh has larger systematic uncertainties because the
signal-to-noise ratio of the horizontal resonant peak is smaller
than that of the vertical resonant peak.
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Fig. 7. Fitted values of the vertical friction coefficient ξv (black circles)
and horizontal friction coefficient ξh (red triangles) as a function of the
immersion length h. The measurements are made using a modified can-
tilever with k ' 10 N/m. For comparison, the fitted values of ξv and ξh
in air (solid symbols) are also shown at h = −20 µm. The solid line is
a least-square fit of Eq. (8) to the circles with A = 4.17×10−7 N · s/m
and η = 0.97 cP. The dashed line is a plot of Eq. (11) with η = 0.97 cP.

Figure 7 reveals two interesting features of the interfa-
cial hydrodynamics. (i) The measured ξv at the h = 0 limit
(' 4.7×10−7 N · s/m) is approximately 7.3 times larger than
that measured in air (' 6.45×10−8 N · s/m), whereas the mea-
sured ξh at the h = 0 limit (' 7.5×10−8 N · s/m) is about the
same as that measured in air (' 8.4×10−8 N·s/m). For com-
parison, we include in the plot the fitted values of ξv and ξh in
air. They are placed at h = −20 µm. (ii) The measured ξv(h)
as a function of h shows an approximate linear dependence on
h for large values of h.

Previously, we have shown that the vertical friction coef-
ficient ξv has the form[14]

ξv = A+1.09ξ
0
‖ +

√
2

2
πdh
√

ρω0vη , (8)

where A is a constant independent of h. The second term on
the right hand side of Eq. (8) represents the zero-frequency
friction coefficient. For a simple prolate spheroid of length h
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and diameter d fully immersed in an infinite liquid of viscosity
η , it has an analytic form[18]

ξ
0
‖ = 8πηh

e3

(1+ e2) ln[(1+ e)/(1− e)]−2e
, (9)

where e = (1− (d/h)2)1/2 is the eccentricity of the spheroid.
When d/h = (1− e2)1/2� 1, ξ 0

‖ takes the limiting form[18]

ξ
0
‖ =

2πηh
ln(h/d)+ γ

, (10)

with γ ' 0.193. Except for the logarithmic correction factor,
ξ 0
‖ (and thus ξv) is a linear function of h for large values of h.

Equations (8) and (10) thus explain the linear behavior of the
measured ξv at large values of h. For the long cylindrical fiber
used in the experiment, the analytic form of ξ 0

‖ is not available

at the moment. Our recent numerical calculation[14] showed
that equation (9) can still be used with a correction factor of
1.09.

The third term on the right hand side of Eq. (8) represents
the frequency-dependent part of the friction coefficient parallel
to the long axis of a long oscillating cylinder fully immersed
in an infinite liquid of viscosity η and density ρ .[12,19] It arises
from the viscous boundary layer at finite oscillation frequen-
cies. Here ω0v is the oscillation frequency. The solid line in
Fig. 7 is a least-square fit of Eq. (8) to the circles with A and
η as two fitting parameters. It is seen that equation (8) fits the
data well and the fitted value of η = 0.97 cP agrees well with
the expected value for water at room temperature. It will be
shown below that the constant offset A (= 4.17×10−7 N · s/m)
in Eq. (8) is caused by the extra friction imposed by the fluc-
tuating contact line between the glass fiber and the water–air
interface. Figure 7 clearly shows that the new hanging fiber
apparatus is indeed capable of measuring a minute amount of
the viscous drag produced by a (fluctuating) contact line.

Unlike the vertical oscillation of the fiber, in which the
circular contact line moves along the fiber axis, the horizon-
tal oscillation of the fiber does not involve any relative motion
between the contact line and the glass fiber. As a result, there
should not be a constant offset A in the horizontal friction coef-
ficient ξh. Thus we fit the measured ξh in Fig. 7 to the equation

ξh = 2
(

1.09ξ
0
‖ +

√
2

2
πdh
√

ρω0hη

)
, (11)

where ω0h is the oscillation frequency of the horizontal mode.
It has been shown[12,18] that the friction coefficient perpendic-
ular to the axis of a long cylinder is a factor of 2 larger than
that parallel to the long axis of the cylinder. Therefore, a fac-
tor of 2 is introduced in Eq. (11). The dashed line in Fig. 7 is
a plot of Eq. (11) with η = 0.97 cP, which describes the data
relatively well.

Unlike the vertical resonant frequency ω0v, which does
not change much with increasing h, the horizontal resonant

frequency ω0h changes significantly from 2π×30 kHz to 2π×
14 kHz when the immersion length h is changed from 0 to
250 µm. The horizontal frequency ω0h in Eq. (11) is there-
fore treated as a function of h, rather than a constant as in the
case for ω0v. This large change in ω0h together with the small
signal-to-noise ratio of the horizontal resonant peak introduces
relatively large errors to the measured ξh at large values of h.
These larger errors explain the deviations between the data and
the dashed line in Fig. 7. Note that the measured ξh at the h= 0
limit has the smallest error and figure 7 clearly demonstrates
that the intercept of the measured ξh is close to zero, which is
beyond the experimental uncertainties.

ηm/cP

η
fi
t/
c
P

Fig. 8. Comparison of the fitted values of the fluid viscosity ηfit with
the fluid viscosity ηm directly measured using a commercial rheometer.
The solid line indicates ηfit = ηm.

To further test the capability of the hanging fiber appara-
tus, we repeat the measurements of ξv at the interface using
aqueous solutions of glycerine with varying mass concentra-
tions from 0 wt% (pure water) to 50 wt%. For each aqueous
solution of glycerine at a fixed mass concentration, we mea-
sure ξv as a function of h, as shown in Fig. 7, from which we
obtain the fitted value of ηfit. Figure 8 compares the obtained
values of ηfit with the fluid viscosity ηm directly measured us-
ing a commercial rheometer (model ARES, Thermal Analysis
Instrument). The solid line indicates ηfit = ηm. Figure 8 thus
demonstrates that our measurements of the friction coefficient
using the hanging fiber are accurate.

4.2. Measurement of friction resulting from a fluctuating
contact line

To further investigate the contact line’s contribution to the
friction coefficient (i.e. the intercept of the measured ξv), one
needs to measure ξv at the h = 0 limit so that the second and
the third terms on the right hand side of Eq. (8) can be ne-
glected. In the experiment, we move the glass fiber downward
from the air to the liquid interface. When the fiber tip touches
the interface, the AFM detects a large capillary force. After
touching the interface, the glass fiber is pulled back slightly
(∼ 10 µm = 2d) to a position just before it detaches the in-
terface. In this way, the contribution of the bulk fluid to the
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measured ξv (and ξh) is minimized. The fiber is then kept sta-
tionary and the thermal power spectrum |z( f )|2 is measured
repeatedly for different fluid interfaces with the fluid viscosity
η varied in the range of 0.3–20 cP.

The liquid samples used are given in Table 4. The glass
fiber used in the experiment is coated with a monolayer of
trichloro(1H, 1H, 2H, 2H-perfluorooctyl)silane (FTS) with di-
ameter d = 5 µm. In one set of measurements, organic liquids
and silicone oil are used to cover the above mentioned viscos-
ity range. No contact angle hysteresis is observed in this sys-
tem and the equilibrium contact angle is θ0 = 0◦. In the other
set of measurements, glycerine–water solutions with different
mass concentrations are used to cover the viscosity range. This
system shows a contact angle hysteresis with the advancing
angle θa = 95◦ and the receding angle θr = 70◦. The values of
the contact angle θ are determined by using the hanging fiber
probe to directly measure the capillary force, f = πdγ cos(θ),
for different liquid–air interfaces at 25 ◦C. Here πd is the con-
tact line length and γ is the surface tension.

Table 4. Liquid samples used and values of their viscosity η , density ρ ,
surface tension γ , and advancing/receding contact angles θa/θr for the
glass fiber coated with a monolayer of FTS. The contact angles were
measured using the AFM-based hanging fiber probe.

Fluids η /cP ρ/g·cm−3 γ/mN·m−1 θa/θr/(◦)
Hexane 0.29 0.66 18 0
Octane 0.52 0.70 21 0
Decane 0.86 0.73 24 0

Hexadecane 3.0 0.77 27 0
Silicone oils 5–20 ∼ 1.0 ∼ 21 0

Glycerine + water 1–20 1.0–1.2 72–66 95/70

The measured ξv has three contributions, ξv = ξ a
v +ξ b

v +

ξ c
v , where ξ a

v is the contribution from the air, as a large por-
tion of the glass fiber and the entire cantilever are exposed in
the air. This term can be measured separately before the fiber
touches the interface. The second term ξ b

v is the contribution
from the bulk fluid. The third term ξ c

v is the contribution from
the moving contact line. The measured ξh contains only two
contributions, ξh = ξ a

h + ξ b
h , and the contact line contribution

ξ c
h to the horizontal oscillation is zero, because there is no rel-

ative motion between the glass fiber and the contact line.
While we have tried to reduce the bulk contribution term

ξ b
v as much as we could in the experiment, the oscillating fiber

still feels the drag on its end surface and sidewall due to a
small capillary rise of the wetting fluid around the fiber tip, as
indicated in Fig. 1(b). Therefore, one can write ξ b

v = ξ e
v +ξ s

v ,
where ξ e

v is the contribution from the end surface and ξ s
v is the

contribution from the sidewall. For a circular end surface, ξ e
v

can be calculated analytically and the final results are given in
Appendix A. The calculation of ξ s

v is somewhat complicated,
because the meniscus of the liquid interface near the contact
line is a curved surface. Below we discuss two limiting cases

in which ξ s
v ' 0, and leave the details about how to estimate

ξ s
v for a finite capillary rise in Appendix A.

The meniscus of the liquid interface around a stationary
fiber has the form[20]

z = b

[
ln
(

2ℓc

b

)
− ln

[
r
b
+

[( r
b

)2
−1
]1/2

]]
, (12)

where z is the meniscus height, r is its radial location, ℓc =√
γ/ρg is the capillary length, and b = (d/2)cosθ . Here ρ

is the fluid density, g is the gravitational acceleration, and d
is the fiber diameter. For large contact angles (θ ≈ 90◦), we
have b ≈ 0 and thus the capillary rise is negligibly small. In
this case, we have ξ s

v ≈ 0. For small contact angles (θ ≈ 0◦),
however, we have b ≈ (d/2) and the height of the capillary
rise on the fiber (r = d/2) is z0 ' (d/2) ln(4ℓc/d) ≈ 3.6d for
an organic liquid interface with ℓc ' 1.7 mm (and d = 5 µm).
The liquid film thickness δr around the fiber tip varies with
the meniscus height z and has a typical value of∼ 1.9d at one-
third of the height of the capillary rise.

As illustrated in the inset of Fig. 1(b), a moving con-
tact line (MCL) involves fluid motion (i) at a small distance a
(∼ 1 nm) in the immediate vicinity of the contact line, in which
the molecular interactions between the liquid and the solid are
important, and (ii) in the “outer region” of meso- or macro-
scopic size ℓ, in which classical hydrodynamics are applica-
ble. When the fiber oscillates, the viscous shear wave can only
penetrate into a thin fluid layer of thickness λ = (2ν/ω0)

1/2

from the fiber surface,[19] where ν = η/ρ is the kinematic vis-
cosity. The capillary rise (i.e. the fluid in regime (ii) marked
as a wedge-shaped fluid layer in the inset of Fig. 1(b)) will os-
cillate in phase with the fiber, contributing only an extra mass
and no dissipation to the oscillating fiber, if its thickness δr is
smaller than λ . Hence in this case we again have ξ s

v ≈ 0.
For liquids with η & 1 cP, ω0v ' 2π × 100 kHz and

ω0h ' 2π × 30 kHz, we have λv & 1.8 µm and λh & 3.3 µm.
By choosing a thin glass fiber with d . 2 µm, one can thus re-
duce the sidewall contribution and set ξ s

v ≈ 0. The above dis-
cussion is valid only for the fluid layer with a non-slip bound-
ary condition (i.e. in regime (ii)). As a result, the oscillating
fiber only feels the drag on its end surface and the MCL in
regime (i), where the wall velocity slips as demonstrated by
the previous MD simulations[21–23] and by recent continuum
hydrodynamic calculations.[23,24] Such a slip produces a rela-
tive motion between the contact line and the oscillating fiber
along its axis and thus gives rise to the contact-line friction
term ξ c

v . After subtracting the air and the end-surface contribu-
tions ξ a and ξ e, we find that the resulting friction coefficients,
ξ c

v ≡ ξv− ξ a
v − ξ e

v and ξ c
h ≡ ξh− ξ a

h − ξ e
h , for fluids with dif-

ferent contact angles θ all collapse onto two separate master
curves.

Figure 9 shows the obtained friction coefficients ξ c
v (black

open symbols) and ξ c
h (red open symbols) as a function of
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fluid viscosity η . The measured ξ c
h shows no apparent de-

pendence on η and can be described by the equation ξ c
h = Bh

with Bh = 0.5× 10−7 N · s/m (lower (red) solid line). The
constant term Bh characterizes the internal dissipation of the
hanging fiber and thus is a device parameter.[25] This result
further confirms our expectation that there is no contact line
contribution remaining in the measured ξ c

h .

η/cP

ξ
c
/
1
0

-
7
 N
Ss
Sm

-
1

Fig. 9. Obtained friction coefficients ξ c
v (black open symbols) and

ξ c
h (red open symbols) as a function of fluid viscosity η . The cir-

cles and diamonds are obtained for organic liquids with θ0 = 0◦, and
the squares and triangles are obtained for the glycerine–water solutions
with θa = 95◦. The upper (black) solid line is a fit of Eq. (13) to the
squares with Bv = 5.1× 10−7 N · s/m and α = 1.82± 1. The lower
(red) solid line shows the fitted constant line, ξ c

h = 0.5×10−7 N · s/m.
The blue solid circles are obtained from the open circles after a subtrac-
tion of the sidewall friction ξ s

v due to the capillary rise on the glass fiber
(see text). The dashed line is a linear fit of Eq. (13) to the blue solid
circles with α = 1.9±1 and Bv = 2.0×10−7 N·s/m.

It is also found that the measured ξ c
v can be described by

a universal function

ξ
c
v = Bv +απdη , (13)

where πd is the contact line length and Bv is the device param-
eter associated with the vertical mode. The upper (black) solid
line shows a fit to the squares with Bv = 5.1×10−7 N·s/m and
α = 1.82±1. This set of data has an advancing angle θa = 95◦

and thus the effect of the capillary rise to the measured ξv is
minimal (ξ s

v ≈ 0).
For the open circles, however, their contact angle θ0 =

0◦ and the liquid film thickness δr around the fiber tip is
δr ≈ 9.5 µm for a fiber with d = 5 µm. This value of δr is
much larger than the penetration depth of the vertical mode
δv ≈ 1.8 µm. Thus a contribution from the sidewall ξ s

v has to
be subtracted out from the measured ξv. In Appendix A, we
make an estimate of the sidewall friction ξ s

v due to the capil-
lary rise on the glass fiber used in the experiment and find that
ξ s

v ≈ 0.92πdη . The blue solid circles in Fig. 9 are obtained
when this correction is applied to the open circles. The dashed
line is a fit of Eq. (13) to the blue solid circles with α = 1.9±1
and Bv = 2.0×10−7 N·s/m. The value of Bv is found to vary

with the contact angle, as the hanging fiber is under different
capillary forces.

The obtained values of α are close to those obtained
in a recent experiment using a single-mode mechanical
resonator.[25] In that experiment, thinner glass fibers with di-
ameter d . 2 µm were used, so that the friction contribution
from the capillary rise was eliminated (ξ s

v ' 0) and the result-
ing value of α (= 0.8± 0.2) had smaller experimental uncer-
tainties. In the present experiment, however, we use a larger
diameter fiber (d = 5 µm) in order to excite both the verti-
cal and the horizontal resonant modes. The use of a thicker
fiber introduces larger uncertainties in the obtained value of
α because of the uncertainties in the subtraction of the side-
wall friction ξ s

v due to the capillary rise on the hanging fiber.
Nonetheless, figure 9 clearly reveals two distinct behaviors be-
tween the longitudinal friction ξ c

v along the fiber axis and the
traversal friction ξ c

h perpendicular to the fiber axis and thus
demonstrates that ξ c

v given in Eq. (13) is indeed associated
with a fluctuating (and slipping) contact line in regime (i).

de Gennes et al.[20] has calculated the friction coefficient
ξ d

v for fluid motion in regime (ii) away from the contact line,
in which the classical hydrodynamics are applicable. The ob-
tained ξ d

v has the form[20]

ξ
d
v ' (3ln(ℓ/a)/θ)πdη , (14)

where the contact angle θ is assumed to be small and a cut-
off length a (see the inset of Fig. 1(b)) is introduced to avoid
the dissipation divergence of the MCL. The calculated ξ d

v in
Eq. (14) becomes ξ d

v ' (26/θ)πdη for ℓ' 6 µm. This value
of ξ d

v is about 100 times larger than the measured ξ c
v for liq-

uids with θ ' 15◦ and even becomes divergent for liquids with
θ = 0◦. Clearly, the calculated ξ d

v for fluid motion in regime
(ii) does not apply to the measured ξ c

v shown in Fig. 9, fur-
ther confirming that ξ c

v given in Eq. (13) is directly connected
to the motion of a fluctuating (and slipping) contact line in
regime (i). There is a physical reason for the absence of de
Gennes’ ξ d

v in region (ii) away from the contact line. This is
because the amplitude of the partial slip between the fluid and
the solid is so small at thermal equilibrium that its magnitude
is less than the thermal vibration amplitude of the solid atoms.
Hence we can impose a cutoff distance from the contact line
so that de Gennes’ ξ d

v in region (ii) is beyond the cutoff and
therefore can be neglected.[26]

The establishment of the scaling law ξ c
v = απdη for

the contact line dissipation has several important implications.
First, as a universal scaling law applicable to liquids with dif-
ferent viscosities and contact angles, it provides a rigorous re-
lationship which can be used to test various microscopic mod-
els for the MCL. Second, it sets up an intrinsic bound for the
dissipation of the MCL in regime (i), which is useful for evalu-
ating relevant molecular parameters associated with the MCL,
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such as the slip length for different fluids. Finally, the under-
standing of the contact line dissipation also provides a solid
foundation for the further study of other liquid interfaces of
practical interest, such as those coated with polymers, surfac-
tant, and lipids.

5. Conclusion
We have developed a dual-mode mechanical resonator us-

ing an atomic force microscope (AFM) as a force sensor. The
resonator consists of a long vertical glass fiber with one end
glued onto a rectangular cantilever beam and the other end
immersed through a liquid–air interface. Typical dimensions
of the glass fiber used are 4 µm in diameter and 270 µm in
length. With a proper amount of glue and a suitable aspect ra-
tio of the glass fiber, we are able to detect two resonant modes
associated with the vertical oscillation of the cantilever and the
horizontal swing of the hanging fiber. The measured resonant
spectrum |z( f )|2 of vertical deflections of the cantilever is ex-
tremely sensitive to a minute amount of viscous damping due
to the hydrodynamic interactions between the hanging fiber
and the liquid–air interface. Such hydrodynamic interactions
may give rise to a dissipative or viscoelastic response of the
fluid interface to the strain imparted by thermal fluctuations of
the hanging fiber probe.

The dual-mode mechanical resonator is tested by the mea-
surement of the longitudinal friction coefficient ξ c

v along the
fiber axis and the traversal friction ξ c

h perpendicular to the fiber
axis. From the two distinct behaviors between the measured
ξ c

v and ξ c
h , we demonstrate that ξ c

v is indeed associated with a
fluctuating (and slipping) contact line in regime (i). By vary-
ing the liquid viscosity η for almost two decades, we find that
the contact line dissipation obeys a scaling law, ξ c

v = απdη ,
where πd is the contact line length and α = 1.82± 1, which
does not change much with the liquid–solid contact angle.
This universal scaling law applicable to liquids with different
viscosities, surface tensions, and contact angles establishes a
rigorous relationship that can be used to test various micro-
scopic models for the MCL.

The new technique has several important advantages. (i)
Because only a thin fiber tip is in contact with the liquid, the
motion of the AFM cantilever is not over-damped by the fluid
viscosity. Consequently, the resonant peaks have a relatively
large value of quality factor Q, resulting in a high sensitivity
to small changes in viscous damping. Therefore, the technique
can be used to measure the fluid viscosity over a wide range
for samples with a small volume. (ii) The use of a thin hanging
fiber as a probe provides a simple geometry for the quantita-
tive analysis of the rheological property of complex fluids near
the interface. It provides ample flexibilities for varying the sur-
face chemistry of the hanging fiber and the wetting property of

the fluids to be studied, making the technique particular use-
ful for the investigation of the contact line dynamics. (iii) In
addition, with the capability of simultaneously measuring the
longitudinal friction along the fiber axis and the traversal fric-
tion perpendicular to the fiber axis, the technique provides a
convenient method for the study of the rheological property of
anisotropic fluids, such as liquid crystals. (iv) This technique
has the advantages of a commercial AFM with fast sampling
rate up to 5 MHz, precise control of the vertical motion of the
cantilever down to nanometers, and ease of operation with a
user-friendly computer interface. It only takes 1–3 min to col-
lect a power spectrum with adequate frequency resolution and
signal-to-noise ratio.

The dual-mode mechanical resonator provides a power-
ful tool for the study of interfacial hydrodynamics, by which
various liquid interfaces coated with polymers, surfactants,
and biomolecules (i.e. membranes) may be characterized at
a quantitative level and with a precise control of length scales
and surface chemistry. The present study represents the first
step toward this direction.

Appendix A: Calculation of the friction coeffi-
cient resulting from the bulk fluid

The friction coefficient resulting from the end surface of
the fiber tip can be estimated with the friction coefficient ξ disk

for an oscillating disk of diameter d fully immersed in an un-
bounded liquid. The values of ξ disk

v and ξ disk
h for the parallel

and the perpendicular components of ξ disk relative to the nor-
mal direction of the disk are known.[27,28] Therefore, we have

ξ
e
v '

1
2

ξ
disk
v = 4dη +

8
√

2
3π

d2√
ρω0vη , (A1)

ξ
e
h '

1
2

ξ
disk
h =

8
3

dη +
32
√

2
27π

d2√
ρω0hη , (A2)

where ω0v and ω0v are the oscillation frequencies of the verti-
cal and the horizontal resonant modes, respectively. The fac-
tor of 1/2 is introduced in the second equality of Eqs. (A1) and
(A2) because the fiber has only one (circular) end surface in
contact with the liquid.

The above results are for an oscillating disk with zero
thickness. For an oscillating disk with a finite thickness,
numerical results are available[29] for different aspect ratios
Γ = h/d, where h is the thickness and d is the diameter of
the disk. It was found[26] that the friction coefficient for an
oscillating disk of varying aspect ratio Γ with fixed values of
d = 1.5 µm, η = 1.76 cP, and ω0 = 2π×130 kHz can be well
described by the equation

ξ
disk
v = ξ

e
v +ξ

s
v = (3.27+1.74Γ )πdη , (A3)

where ξ e
v is the contribution from the two end surfaces of the

disk[27,28] and ξ s
v is the contribution from the sidewall. To
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estimate the sidewall friction ξ s
v of the capillary rise on the

glass fiber used in the experiment (with d = 5 µm), we as-
sume that the sidewall friction for the bottom one-third of the
capillary rise (h= (3.6−2)d/3= 0.53d) with a curved menis-
cus (see Fig. 1(b)) is equivalent to that of an oscillating disk
with Γ ≈ 0.53 fully immersed in an unbounded liquid. In this
case, we have ξ s

v ≈ 0.92πdη .
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